DISCUSSION

1. Meeting minutes for the previous meeting passed (Nov 2017).
2. Block Funding Term reports: Most groups turned in, couple missing, 1 extension granted. Katharine suggested to make clubs get into habit of recording funds used throughout the year, as it will be useful for forming block funding requests. Also stressed the importance of keeping track of the funding used throughout the year.
   a. CSSA requested to book the Alumni Hall, but was decided such requests are their responsibility. Concern raised if they have enough funds left to cover for the fees associated with the venue.
3. Student support fund: revised the wording, to be sent out to be voted on by the general council during the January meeting.
4. Travel grant revision, to be voted on by the general council. Summary: have the grant review process like the one from the University of Chicago, with a single award of $1000. Timeline of the grant and usage discussed. To be presented to the general council during the January meeting.